Living Divani takes the spotlight in Vienna
8-16 March 2014, Wohnen&Interieur, Messe Wien
12-16 March 2014, H.O.M.E.D.E.P.O.T, Semper Depot
Just a few months after taking part in Imm Cologne, the main fair event for the German market, Living
Divani is taking centre stage once again in Central Europe, with triple participation in Wohnen&Interieur,
Austria's biggest fair for interiors, design, accessories, home entertainment and the garden.
Mood, the Viennese retailer, is presenting a stand featuring a Living Divani space with proposals equally
suited to the home environment, the waiting area of a hotel, an office or a luxury store. Modular sofa
Extrasoft bicolor, made up of snug, cosy seats, joined together to make up regular geometrical forms, but
with fuzzy outlines, sits alongside Track bench, with its essential shapes and luxurious finishes, and
Chauffeuse armchair, a modern interpretation of the “classic armchair”: comfortable, roomy, reassuring.
Meanwhile, Steininger, a lodestar in contemporary and interior design in St. Martin, demonstrates the
continuity between the day and night zones in a Living Divani-furnished house or hotel, presenting
NeoWall sofa with its pleasing asymmetry, Ile Club sofa with its large, soft cushions suspended over a
slender metal frame, Ile Bed, designed to enhance the space and time we dedicate to resting, B2
occasional table with its architectural forms, and the Carpet Collection, featuring the masterly use of
precious fabrics and harmonious shapes and colours.
Finally, Kramer+Kramer, the Living Divani partner in Zoefing/Tulln, focuses on the brand's outdoor
collection, proposing the iconic Extrasoft outdoor sofa, with its modular design that offers scope for chic
customisations of open-air settings, with endless possible compositions, together with the latest new
arrival, Poncho, the outdoor armchair with snug shapes and pleasingly slanted lines making for informal
alfresco relaxation.
In addition to its official participation in the fair, Living Divani expresses its versatility together with
Steininger kitchens inside Fabio’s restaurant at H.O.M.E.D.E.P.O.T. Wedge table, which draws its
inspiration from the lightness of origami, Grace chairs, composed by a basic frame to cover in different
ways, a sort of outfit to choose according to our taste, and the elegant Maja D. chair are all perfectly set
within the enchanting spaces at Semper Depot in Vienna, offering a pleasant interlude, surrounded by the
Living Divani world of formal purity.
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